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sub': Increasing average person days without compromising on the quarity of assets

Madam / Sir,

Kindly recall the discussions in several district level administrative review meetings where adequate
emphasis'has been given on increasing average person days per household provided with work. while
increasing total quantum of work is important and appreciated, from the perspective of job seeking
households average is no less important.

Average person days per house can be increased with systematrc ptanning involving speciflc vulnerable
households ln fact it is one of the major priorities of Mahatma Gandhi NREGA to provide maximum
possible employment to the vulnerable households. Although west Bengal ranks 2nd in terms of total
person days generated in a year' in terms of 1oo days our position is somewhere in the middle. In terms
of average per household provided, we are much below the national average. The District programme
coordinators need to analyze the reasons for such low performance. lmpressionistic view of the status of
implementation of programme in the field is that the demand system is not spontaneous and usually the
local job seekers are tagged whenever a work is implemented. so far as IBS works are concerned, the
beneficiaries are first identified and thereafter work is provided to such beneficiaries. since number of
person-days for a household in most of the IBS schemes (excluding the housing ones) is limited, this
group is often left with very low average person-days in a year.

The system has to be changed with comprehensive planning, awareness generation and monitorino.
The following might be the approach in addressing the issue of low average.

1) ldentify the specially vulnerable houses in a Gram panchayat who are willing to work under
MGNREGA

2) ldentify the works suitable to such households (it can be a combination of community work and IBS
or even exclusively IBS)



3) Try to provide multiple IBS support to a vulnerable household. lf a backyard orchard is planned,

positively provide for some water conservation structures and composting infrastructure as part of

the intervention. In case of farm pond, may also include land development closer to such farm

ponos.

4) In case of larger IBS where job seekers are required from beyond the household receiving such

benefit, (farm pond, orchard etc.) assign specific group of job seekers for a work so that over a

period of time all such job seekers are provided longer duration of person-days.

5) The basic principle that must be followed is the principle of 'no demand no work'. However, for

demand generation, there may be specific IEC to the focus group of households.

Please note that indiscriminate opening of new works and flocking ofjob seekers at such worksite is not

an answer to the issue. Only systematic engagement of job seekers in multiple works can improve the

scenario. While doing so, please ensure that not a single written demand for a work is turned down. lt is

the responsibility of the Pradhan of the Gram Panchayats and if necessary the Programme Officer too to

accept every single demand, give dated receipt, allocate work within 15 days of demand and open work

to honour to such demand. Only if job seekers demanding work do not turn up, the demand is annulled.

It clearly indicated that the list of 153 activities, which can be taken up under Mahatma Gandhi NREGA,

has been notified by the Ministry under relevant authorization of the Act. And this has the sanctity of the

IVIGNREG Act itself. Any deviation from the list is a violation of the Act and can not be accepted. With

every utilizaiion certificate we have to certify that no work which has not been authorized by the Act

have been taken up in the state. This has to be taken very seriously. Any apparent deviation from the

list has to be appropriately addressed and, if necessary, explained. There are instances where

innovation made in the field fit into different approved categories of work. Show those as such and

continue the activities. Wherever no such fit in is possible do not implement such works, because in

such cases there might be violation of the Act.

We have seen substantial improvement of activities resulting in very good tangible assets as well as a

lot of positive innovative initiatives both in programme implementation and in the process. We hope that

under your leadership and coordinating role of the Programme Officers, Mahatma Gandhi NREGA

implementation in your districts surges ahead.

fully,

(Dibyend
Commissio


